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Theatre Communications Group Inc.,U.S., United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Pevear and Volokhonsky are at once scrupulous translators
and vivid stylists of English. - James Wood, New Yorker A week before her thirtieth birthday, Natlya s
life as a dutiful wife and mother is upended as the arrival of her son s charming new tutor
unleashes a whirlwind of suppressed emotions in her peaceful household. I set myself quite a
complicated psychological task in this comedy, Turgenev wrote of the play, which would go on to
become one of the permanent works in the Russian dramatic repertory. This fresh translation of A
Month in the Country is a collaboration between renowned playwright Richard Nelson and the
foremost contemporary translators of classic Russian literature Richard Pevear and Larissa
Volokhonsky. It marks the second in TCG s Classic Russian Drama Series, which plans over the next
ten years to publish new translations of major works of Russian drama. Richard Nelson s many
plays include The Apple Family: Scenes from Life in the Country (That Hopey Changey Thing, Sweet
and Sad, Sorry and Regular Singing); Nikolai and the Others; Goodnight Children Everywhere
(Olivier Award for Best Play);...
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Reviews
I actually started reading this article ebook. I have got read and so i am certain that i will going to study once more yet again in the future. I am just very
happy to inform you that this is the finest publication we have read in my personal lifestyle and may be he finest ebook for ever.
-- Mr s. Clotilde Ha nsen II
This book is definitely not e ortless to begin on reading through but extremely fun to read. Sure, it can be enjoy, continue to an amazing and interesting
literature. I realized this book from my dad and i recommended this pdf to understand.
-- Ez equiel Schuster
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